Helping you
host
memorable
parties

For all your celebrations

Need someone for the co-ordination of your party?
With so many elements involved in putting an event together, it can be very confusing knowing where to start.
There are so many different things to think about; finding a venue, styling it, briefing a caterer, sourcing
memorable entertainment and handling the budget. But there’s only 24 hours in a day and you’ve got so many
other things on your to-do list that are nothing to do with the party, that it can be a stressful experience. That’s
why people turn to us to take responsibility for all the organisation and production.
At Evolve we have over nineteen years’ experience and can help you achieve event perfection by utilising our
expertise in parties and events. We've designed, styled and produced 100's of celebrations across the UK and
internationally for discerning clientele delivering creative and inspiring celebrations that burst with colour and
imagination, designing beautiful and personal events with our clients style and personalities at the forefront.
Our passionate team are specialists in design, logistics and operations to ensure that your celebration is a reflection
of your personal style. We provide conceptual plans based on your needs and budgets and deliver a wide variety of
options from catering, entertainment, floristy and styling from our little black book of the industries finest.

Taking responsibility for every detail from beginning to end
Our team has a unique and diverse blend of skills allowing us to offer a wide variety of services to
suit your needs and budgets. Here is a taste of what we offer but if you cannot find your
requirements on this list, please get in touch with one of our knowledgeable planners who will be
able to offer the best solution for your needs.
Free Venue Finding
Entertainment Sourcing
Wedding & Event Design & Styling
Partial Wedding or Event Management & Support
Full Wedding or Event Planning & Management
On-the-day Coordination

Finding the perfect place with our free venue finding service
Searching for a venue can be a truly daunting and confusing process. Whether you're looking in the capital, out of
town, in the countryside or even abroad, there are an endless amount of venues to choose from which can become
overwhelming when you're trying to find the ideal space for your celebration. Every venue has a different style,
different offerings and different rules and regulations - so how do you choose the right one for you?
Our team has extensive venue knowledge, both inside of London and out, and are versed in complex venue
operations, handling contracts and negotiating rates through our contacts. We offer venue finding as a
complimentary service for our clients whatever you're looking for, from a Mitzvah celebration in a Shoreditch
warehouse to a rustic barn wedding in the countryside.

How we work together with you
From your initial call with one of our experienced planners, we follow a process that allows you to
discuss all of your ideas, style preferences and 'family logistics' as we guide you to a full & final brief.
Preliminary conversation & discussion of your wedding or party
Free venue finding service (if necessary)
Venue meeting to discuss space & ideas in person
Three design concepts & moodboards with ideas and visuals
In-depth presentation of your chosen concept from our selection
Contractual handling & invoicing of service providers
Final arrangements, itinerary & delivery logistics pre-event
Execution of the event from setup to breakdown

Our events and celebrations
As an award winning private event company we have decades of combined industry experience
and love to help our clients plan beautiful, personal and stylish celebrations whatever the occasion
may be. From gorgeous townhouse weddings to funky warehouse Bar Mitzvahs and everything in
between, our team will make your celebration unforgettable.
Weddings
Bar or Bat Mitzvahs
Birthday Parties
Family Celebrations
Engagement Parties
Anniversaries
Private Dinners
Celebrations of Life

We love to chat about events.
Our creative award winning team are here to ensure that your vision is turned into a reality. Let us guide
you through the process of turning your idea into a reality with all of the beautiful bells and whistles that
are most important to you and your family. We always aim to keep ourselves at the forefront of catering
and design, challenging ourselves weekly on new ideas and ways to turn our clients dreams into reality.
We’re known for our personal service and love to chat about all things event related. We’ll spend time with
you and get a thorough understanding of what you want your event to achieve before creating a proposal
that brings all your ideas to life.
You can ask us to produce your whole party or pick elements of our service such as helping you find the
perfect venue, styling or finding the entertainment or catering that everyone talks about afterwards.
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